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Title of Programme
Honour School of Modern Languages

Brief note about nature of change: Addition to list of authors

Location of change
In Examination Regulations (http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2018-19/hsomdlang/)

Effective date
For students starting from MT 2018
For first examination from 2020-21

Detail of change
New text underlined:

1.415 German:

1.414 Any two of the following:

1.415 (1) Luther
1.416 (2) Schiller
1.417 (3) Holderlin
1.418 (4) Kleist
1.419 (5) Hoffmann
1.420 (6) Heine
1.421 (7) Rilke
1.422(8) Thomas Mann
1.423(9) Kafka
1.424(10) Brecht
1.425(11) Grass
1.426(12) Christa Wolf
1.427(13) Thomas Bernhard
1.428(14) Elfriede Jelinek
1.429(15) Herta Muller]

(16) Christian Petzold

Explanatory Notes

This author was introduced to the list of authors for Paper X for students starting the FHS in MT 2017 but due to an error was missed off the list when new changes were introduced to the Paper X author lists for students starting the FHS in MT 2018.